Promote Accountability and Reduce Fraud Risk with Advanced Security

Each year, organizations lose $40 billion to fraud. Theft and fraud can do lasting damage—not just to the bottom line, but to your reputation as well. Protect your organization and invest in the Advanced Security module for Abila MIP Fund Accounting. With Advanced Security you can simplify your internal audit processes with comprehensive reporting capabilities and protect sensitive information with database encryption. When multiple users access MIP, Administrators can limit confidential information, like employee salaries or other departments’ budgets.

The Advanced Security module keeps your organization safe with specific functionality to shield your data—protecting you from internal fraud and external predators.

- **Tailor transaction, account balances and reporting access for specific roles** – These controlled permissions allow you to provide access to key program managers, grant managers or department heads to monitor their own budgets without exposing competing budgets or other confidential information. Individuals access only the information they need, while ensuring accuracy, timeliness and confidentiality.

- **Monitor key changes from various users** – Access to changes in vendor, customer, employee and menu security information can help detect fraud when a user in the system initiates key changes that can potentially lead to fraudulent activity.

- **Encrypt sensitive organization data** – Data encryption provides a requisite layer of security by masking sensitive fields in your data, preventing would-be fraudsters from viewing sensitive data. This reduces the risk of someone altering data in your system and protects sensitive data such as account numbers or social security information.

- **Reduce demands for reports while protecting confidential information** – Allow reporting and inquiry access to managers across your organization with Advanced Security and Executive View licenses. You can reduce demands for reports from the accounting staff, ensuring accuracy and timeliness of reports, all while protecting your valuable, confidential information.

**LEARN MORE**

Contact us via email at hci@hollandci.com, call (206) 612-5093 or visit www.hollandci.com.